ABSTRACT. In this overview article we present several methods for multiplying matrices and the implementation of these methods in C. Also a little test program is given to compare their running time and the numerical stability.
Please note, that this is the FIRST version. The algorithms are not well tested and the implementation is not optimized. If you like to join the project, please contact me.
The collection of algorithms and this document will be updated from time to time. In the following text, A denotes a N × P matrix and B denotes a P × M matrix with entries of type double. The implementation is written in C based on the standard C99. The code and the current version of this document can be found here:
http://www2.informatik.uni-halle.de/da/hedtke/overview-momm/. Feel free to use the code for anything you want. DO NOT USE COMPILER OPTIMIZATION! int max( x, y ) int x; int y; { if (x < y){ return y; } else { return x; } } double Max( x, y ) double x; double y; { if (x < y){ return y; } else { return x; } } 1.4. NormInf. In the scaled variant of WINOGRADs algorithm we need the ∞-norm
We also use it to compare the numerical stability of the several methods in the tests.
double ** A; int N; int P; { double Norm = 0.0; double aux; int i, j; for (i = 0; i < N; i++) { aux = 0.0; for (j = 0; j < P; j++) { aux += Abs (A[i] [j]); } Norm = Max(Norm, aux); } return Norm; } 1.5. MultiplyWithScalar. Also in the scaled variant of WINOGRADs algorithm we need the product of a matrix A and a scalar α (αA) ij = αA ij . for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) { for (int j = 0; j < M; j++) { aux = 0.0;
1.2. NaivOnArray. A common error is to work all the time on the arrays itself instead of using an auxiliary variable. We only present this method to include it in the tests.
void NaivOnArray(A, B, Result, N, P, M) double ** A; double ** B; double ** Result;
To improve the numerical stability of the process, we use the KAHAN trick (see [3] ) for the summation. Instead of computing a sum like 
if P is even or odd, resp.
void NaivLoopUnrollingTwo(A, B, Result, N, P, M) double ** A; double ** B; double ** Result;
if P is divisible by 3 (otherwise we use correction terms like above).
void NaivLoopUnrollingThree(A, B, Result, N, P, M) double ** A; double ** B; double ** Result; int N; int P; int M; { int i, j, k; double aux;
void NaivLoopUnrollingFour(A, B, Result, N, P, M) double ** A; double ** B; double ** Result;
3. Winograd's algorithm.
2.3.1.
WinogradOriginal. From SHMUEL WINOGRAD we know a method that precomputes some values and reuse it in the computation of the entries of the result matrix. It is based on the fact that
if P is even. In the case that P is odd, we use ⌊P/2⌋ instead of P/2 and add the missing product A i,P B B,k to each entry of the result matrix.
In the implementation we use upsilon to indicate if P is even and gamma as ⌊P/2⌋.
void WinogradOriginal(A, B, Result, N, P, M) double ** A; double ** B; double ** Result; int N; int P; int M; { int i, j, k; double aux; int upsilon = P % 2; int gamma = P -upsilon; double * y = malloc(M * sizeof(double)); double * z = malloc(N * sizeof(double));
is missing in all auxiliary sums. * / int PP = P-1;
* P is even * The result can be computed with the auxiliary sums. * / for (i = 0; i < M; i++) { for (k = 0; k < N; k++) { aux = 0.0;
WinogradScaled. From R. P. BRENT we know (see [1] ) that the error of WINOGRAD's algorithm is
where τ is a parameter of the underlying number modell (defined by WILKINSON in [5] ) and N is size of the matrices (in the case that N = P = M ). Now suppose that A / B = k, then ( A + B ) 2 = (k + 2 + 1/k) A B , and so
According to BRENT it is always possible to find an integer λ such that
And because of max
he gets the bound
when multiplying the matrices 2 λ A and 2 −λ B (which doesn't change the result: 2.4.1. StrassenNaiv. In his paper Gaussian Elimination is not Optimal (see [4] ) STRASSEN developed a recursive algorithm α m,k for matrix multiplication for square matrices of order m2 k , where k, m ∈ N. Let α m,0 be the naive algorithm for matrix multiplication. We assume that α m,k is known, then we define α m,k+1 as follows:
If A, B are matrices of order m2 k+1 to be multiplied, we write of order m2 k computed using α m,k for matrix multiplication and the usual algorithm for addition and subtraction of matrices we get
as the entries of the result matrix C.
To use the algorithm above we define X := max{N, P, M } and set k := ⌊log 2 X⌋ − 4 and m := ⌊X2 −k ⌋ + 1. Now with Y := m2 k we define matricesÃ andB of size Y × Y . The main idea is, to embed the given matrices into Y × Y matrices, by adding zero rows and columns. Now we use the STRASSEN algorithm to computeÃB and extract the result AB from it, by removing the additional rows and colums.
In the implementation we use ResultPart=C, Aux1=H 1 , . . . , Aux7=H 7 , AuxResult=ÃB, MaxSize=X and NewSize=Y . // decompose A and B // create ResultPart, Aux1,...,Aux7 and Helper1, Helper2 double ** A11 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A12 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A21 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A22 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B11 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B12 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B21 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B22 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart11 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart12 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart21 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart22 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Helper1 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Helper2 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux1 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux2 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux3 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux4 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux5 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux6 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux7 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); for ( StrassenWinograd. In the paper Efficient Procedures for using Matrix Algorithms (see [2] ) PATRICK C. FISCHER and ROBERT L. PROBERT discussed an idea of SHMUEL WINOGRAD which reduces the number of used additions to 15 (instead of 18 in StrassenNaiv).
Like above, we define a recursive algorithm α for multiplication of square matrices of order m2 k+1 . Let A and B be matrices of this size. We assume that α is already known for the order m2 k . We define C := AB and decompose A, B and C according to Equation (1) . We define
and
we finally get // decompose A and B // create ResultPart, Aux1,...,Aux7 and Helper1, Helper2 double ** A11 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A12 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A21 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A22 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B11 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B12 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B21 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B22 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A1 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** A2 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B1 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** B2 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart11 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart12 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart21 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** ResultPart22 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Helper1 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Helper2 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux1 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux2 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux3 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux4 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux5 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux6 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux7 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux8 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); double ** Aux9 = malloc(NewSize * sizeof(double * )); 
